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All Souls


“What is it like when we die?”


• I was sitting in the living room of a parishioner when she asked me this 
question

• Her name was Sarah, at the time she was older than my grandmother, and 

she just found out she was dying

• I had been a priest for less than a year at this point, serving in my first 

parish

• She attended faithfully even in her elderly years, and I would greet her at 

the back door each week and ask her how she was doing.  

• She would always respond in a joking and yet optimistic way, “I’m still 

going!”

• She was famous for her homemade yeast rolls, a skill and art form that is 

rapidly fading away

• Upon my first visit to her house, she gifted me with a whole pan to take 

home

• And what was amazing- truly a miracle- is that those rolls were carb-free! 

which was good because I ate most of them

• But this time, the visit was different- this time, she needed to talk frankly 

about what was to come

• Like all of us at one time or another, Sarah was looking at her own 

mortality squarely in the face

• And even after years of church attendance, she still had questions, and a 

tinge of fear

• And who among us doesn’t? 

• She looked me in the eye after we exchanged our pleasantries, and she 

told me she was worried

• She had not always been good, or made good choices

• And in a moment of vulnerability she asked:

• “What is it like when we die?”


• This was truly one of those thin moments, and the second or two that 
elapsed seemed to stretch and linger

• The Holy Spirit seemed to infuse those moments like liquid filling in cracks

• When I was in discernment to be a priest, we read a book by Henry 

Neouwen who described the role, this place

• He said as priests we walk “on the border of the Holy”, which also was the 

title of his book
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• With one foot in this world, and one foot in the spiritual world, we help and 
bear witness as those in our care forge their own path with God


• We are at best a guide, but more often than not just a fellow pilgrim who is 
a shepherd mix between a shepherd and a cheerleader


• And the thing is- this is in no way limited to the ordained clergy

• As I look out, I see many of you and I know that you have walked through 

these thin places as well

• The priesthood is of all believers, and in this case it is most evident

• Perhaps you have been there when a diagnosis came for a family member 

of friend

• Maybe you have held the hand of someone as they too consider then end 

of their life

• Maybe you have sat vigil as a family member or loved one made their 

journey to the other side

• Those are thin moments, sacred moments when we stand somewhere on 

the border of the holy

• Unable to go with them, but refusing to let them do it alone

• You see, it is for this very reason that Sarah’s question is mostly 

unanswerable, isn’t it? 

• Because who among us, no matter how many times we have walked 

through holy spaces, know the details of what happens next

• And yet nothing is more natural than to consider possible answers to this 

very question, especially when faced with death

• What is it like when we die?


• In those precious few seconds after I was asked that question, many things 
went through my mind

• Seminary was a huge help here, as was my Baptist upbringing that 

grounded me in scripture

• I knew that the answer to this question, and to the question about life after 

death, had been answered in many ways over the millennia

• It, like so many things, was a product of evolution and refinement

• History came to mind: 

• Long before Christ was born, the Jewish concept of the afterlife was 

simply another plan of existence

• A place called Sheol , and it was simply the next stop in our existence, 1

and was neither reward or punishment, where all dead go 
2

 https://reformjudaism.org/judaism-what-believed-happen-someone-after-they-die1

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheol2
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• During the 500 years before Jesus was born, this concept was developed 
more thoroughly, and Sheol was considered a place apart from God

• Which of course was the worst thing anyone could imagine


• The alternative to this terrible place was to be rescued from Sheol, and 
exist with God


• By the time Jesus was born, Pharisees believed in a resurrection from the 
dead from Sheol, while Sadducees did not 
3

• The Pharisees taught that the resurrection of the dead would be ushered 
in by a Messiah 
4

• Upon this stage was Jesus, our Messiah, was born

• And Christianity that formed after his resurrection retained a lot of this 

belief on the afterlife

• And Jesus himself taught that there will be a resurrection of the dead, 

although life after it will be different than here on earth (Matthew 22:23-33)

• And while hanging on the cross, promised the repentant thief he will be in 

paradise with Jesus this day.

• Christians embraced this belief of the resurrection of the body, put it in the 

Nicene Creed

• And expected the event to come quite soon after Jesus’ own resurrection

• As time passed, the early Christian community realized that Jesus’ return 

and the resurrection of the dead was not happening immediately

• The burning question of what happens to the dead in the mean time 

caused a new thought to emerge

• That the soul of the faithful dead would be with God immediately after 

death, and at some distant future it would be rejoined to its body in the 
resurrection at the end of time


• And at this time, Jesus would judge, and one’s destination in the afterlife 
determined 
5

• Paradise for the righteous, punishment for the wicked.

• Dante eventually codified in very graphic form versions of heaven and hell, 

which still linger today, for good or ill

• And Western Christianity continues with this tension, and usually 

embracing both the bodily resurrection in the future

• And the soul’s immediate departure to the next life, waiting to rejoin its 

body in the final resurrection


 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sadducees3

 https://reformjudaism.org/judaism-what-believed-happen-someone-after-they-die4

 http://www.historyextra.com/article/feature/brief-history-afterlife5
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• William Barclay in his book The Apostles’ Creed, says something that has 
been meaningful to me over the years, 


• About why this was so important to early believers

• He explains that Greek and Hebrew have no word for ‘personality’ 
6
• No concept for our essence existing independent of our bodies 

• The bodily resurrection became the way early Christians expressed the 

truth that we, as the people we are, will be preserved

• Our individuality stays, which is why the bodily resurrection was so 

important

• Barclay even suggests that, 


• “the Ancient thinker said, ‘I believe in the resurrection of the body’, 
because he had no words to put it any other way.  We might say: ‘I 
believe in the survival of the individual personality’, and the ancient and 
modern person might well mean exactly the same thing.” 
7

• Sure, seminary is helpful.  History is helpful.  Books and theology are very 
helpful.

• But as I looked in Sarah’s eyes, a seminary lecture was not what she 

needed

• It’s rarely what any of us need when we are in that thin place working out 

our own salvation and walk with God

• Probably not even what we are longing for even this evening

• No, what we deeply want to know, and want to be reassured of, is that our 

lives matter

• That it all doesn’t just end and disappear when we draw our last breath

• That God didn’t just create all of this- all of us- to be disposable, to be 

single serving

• And as we integrate everything we know about the afterlife’s history and 

evolution

• And as we bring into it everything we know about God as a God of love, of 

creation, and of redemption

• And as we consider the words of Jesus himself, God in the flesh

• I can only come to one conclusion: that it indeed, with out question, 

matters greatly to God

• All of it.  All of us.

• How could it be otherwise? 

• God has created us, saved us, invested everything in us


 William Barclay, The Apostles’ Creed (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2005) 2926

 William Barclay, The Apostles’ Creed (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2005) 2927
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• Even joined us in the flesh and suffered death on the cross just to reach 
us


• To have it all end after our very brief existence on this earth ends seems 
incompatible to what we know about God


• Instead, God has made a way.

• There is hope, not in avoiding death, but that in Christ death is just 

another step along the way

• Another step closer in our walk with God, a breaking through of the thin 

place

• A crossing over the Border of the Holy

• And what is true through out all of this is that in some form or another, we 

persist, and we rejoin our creator

• Two seconds had perhaps elapsed since Sarah had first asked me that 

question

• You’ve been there- you’ve had the flood of information and experience 

swell up in fractions of a second, and then make way for an answer

• I told Sarah that I think dying is like letting go, and falling backwards.  

• And knowing that God is there, arms out, waiting to catch us

• And frankly I don’t know the details- pearly gates, streets of gold, lions 

laying down with the lambs- maybe, but who knows

• But we do know that whatever comes next, God comes with it.

• And isn’t that all we really need to know? That God is there to catch us?

• I do believe in the resurrection of the body, but I admit it is one of the 

biggest mysteries of the faith for me

• Yet I understand that without this body, Jesse would not be completely 

Jesse, good and bad, it is a part of who I am

• And I do believe that we go on to be with God when we die, but I know 

almost nothing else

• But it does not bother me- I think of it as a surprise waiting for us

• And I rest securely, even in the midst of the deepest grief at the loss of 

someone I love

• That God is there to catch us

• That what it is like to die is to be caught by the loving embrace of God’s 

arms.  

• What else do we need?  What is there to be afraid of? 


Amen.
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